
 

 

Class-Nine 

Subject: BGS 

Chapter- 07 

The organs of Bangladesh Government and the Administrative 

systems 

Lesson 7.1  

#Lecture- 2:  

The Executive : The executive or the Administration Department consists of all 

Administrative employees including the President, the cabinet, the Government 

officials, the security, law & order maintaining agencies, the diplomats, the 

officials, the security, law & order maintaining agencies, the diplomats the officers 

and even a Chowkidar ( a village Watchman) altogether. 

Two powerful executives are__  

 The president 

 The prime Minister 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The status of the president:  

 

Abdul Hamid 

 Head of the state 

 Exercise power over all person in the state 

 The laws of parliament are enacted by his ratification.  

Power & Functions of the president:  

 To appointment of the prime minister & Administration. 

 To summons, adjourns and dissolves the parliament 

 To execute the ordinance making power 

 To appoint the chief justice and other justice of supreme court 

 To exercise a special power; power of mercy 

 To authorized expenditure from the consolidated fund 

 May take any defensive measure against any external aggression or 

internal disturbance 

 May issue a proclamation of emergency 

 

 

 



The status of the Prime minister: 

 

 Head of the government 

 Leader of the parliament 

 Chief of the cabinet 

Power & Functions of the president:  

 To conduct and regulate all types of executive work 

 The legislative actions of the parliament revolve round him/her. 

 To manage the parliament with cooperation of opposition 

 To advice the president to summon, adjourn and dissolve parliament 

 The budget presented by finance minister in the parliament which granted 

by president with the advice of prime minister. 

 To coordinate the government policies among all executive works of 

ministries, offices and directorates. 

 To introduce and represent the country to the world as a spokesman 

 To determine the party policy and implement the functions of ruling party 

 To establish a cooperative relation with opposition party 

 

# After reading the book you will solve the worksheet 


